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Respectful language:  Scholars no longer use Christian-centric terms BC (before Christ) and AD 
(Anno Domini- “in the year of our Lord”). Instead most scholarly works use CE for “Common 
Era”; and BCE for “before Common Era”.  Some people now avoid the term Old Testament or 
New Testament, opting instead for “Older” and “Newer” Testaments, “First” and “Second” 
Covenant, Hebrew or Christian Bible, though none of these are perfect.  Some prefer to us the 
terms that Jewish and Christian people use to identify “their own” books: Tanakh, Christian 
Canon, or the specific genre, such as Gospels, Letters, Pastorals, etc.  
 
For a fuller exploration of the United Church’s relationship to Judaism, see Bearing Faithful 
Witness; United Church-Jewish Relations Today; a study document approved by the 36th General 
Council of the UCC. 
 
TaNaKh  – is an acronym from three Hebrew letters (“T+N+K”), like U.N.E.S.C.O. or N.A.T.O.; 
    

T = TORAH is a term derived from archery, having to do with “hitting the target”; it 
also means “instruction” or “teachings”, and “law”.  It refers to the first 
5 books of the Bible – the books of Moses.   These books have English 
and Hebrew names: Genesis [ תישארב  / B'reshit], Exodus [ תומש  / 
Sh'mot], Leviticus [ ארקיו  / Vayiqra], Numbers [ רבדמב  / B'midbar], 
Deuteronomy [ םירבד  / D'varim]. 

 
N = NEVI’IM  The Prophets are a collection of books in the Bible that often go by the 

name of the individual inspired to tell forth (rather than fore-tell) God’s 
messages.  They are more about warnings than predictions. These books 
too have English and Hebrew names.  

 
  The 6 Major Prophetic books are:  Joshua [ עשוהי  / Y'hoshua], Judges 

[ םיטפוש  / Shophtim], Samuel (I & II) [ לאומש  / Sh'muel], Kings (I & II) 
[ םיכלמ  / M'lakhim], Isaiah [ היעשי  / Y'shayahu], Jeremiah [ הימרי  / 
Yir'm'yahu], Ezekiel [ לאקזחי  / Y'chezqel] 

 
The Twelve Minor Prophets [ רשע ירת ] are: Hosea [ עשוה  / Hoshea]; Joel 
[ לאוי  / Yoel]; Amos [ סומע  / Amos]; Obadiah [ הידבוע  / Ovadyah]; Jonah 
[ הנוי  / Yonah]; Micah [ הכימ  / Mikhah]; Nahum [ םוחנ ]; Habbakuk [ קוקבח  / 
Chavaquq]; Zephaniah [ הינפצ  / Ts'phanyah], Haggai [ יגח /Haggai]; 
Zechariah [ הירכז / Z'kharyah], and Malachi [ יכאלמ / Malakhi] 

 
K = KHETUVI’IM The Writings have more to do with wisdom and insight rather than 

revelation from God: Psalms [ םילהת  / T'hilim]; Proverbs [ ילשמ  / 
Mishlei]; Job [ בויא  / Iyov]; Song of Songs [ םירישה ריש  / Shir Hashirim]; 
Ruth [ תור  / Ruth]; Lamentations [ הכיא  / Eichah]; Ecclesiastes [ תלהק  / 
Qohelet]; Esther [ רתסא  / Ester]; Daniel [ לאינד  / Daniyel]; Ezra – 
Nehemiah [ הימחנו ארזע  / Ezra-N'chemyah]; Chronicles (I & II) [  ירבד

םימיה  / Divrey Hayamim] 
 
MIKRA – meaning “reading” is a synonym for Tanakh.  Mikra conveys a more formal sense. 
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THE BIBLE – comes from the Greek word “byblos” which simply means “Book”.  
 

The Bible has a history of divine inspiration and human fingerprints.  There was secular and 
religious communication and writing before, alongside and outside of the Bible.  The words of 
the Bible, detailing God’s interaction with inspired people, took place amid human history over 
many centuries.  During those centuries God’s oral communication was written down on stone 
and clay, skins and scrolls, papyrus and paper.   
 

Sacred texts were passed from generation to generation, from place to place, from tradition to 
tradition.  Originals wore out, and had to be replaced.  God’s words were translated into many 
languages, circulated to others, lost and sometimes found, preserved and destroyed, sifted out 
from other writings, selected, collected, argued about by learned councils, codified, and 
eventually bound together. The same things happened in many places and through various 
traditions. For centuries all of that transmission of “the word” was done without help of 
machines (typesetting) or electronics (copiers).  
 

The process was repeated but accurate.  The various handlers of the text were devout people 
who believed they were handling God’s own words.  They sought to maintain accuracy at the 
highest level. A storyteller could be killed for changing a word of the sacred story.  If a written 
mistake was made that could not be corrected, the scroll might not destroyed (it was God’s 
Word!); rather, it might be buried in a vault called a genizah – becoming a treasure trove for 
later archeologists. The Dead Sea Scrolls, preserved in sealed clay jars around 70 CE, and hidden 
from invading Roman soldiers in caves at Qumran, Israel, contain every book of Tanakh except 
one, and reveal remarkable consistency with 11th Century CE copies which otherwise had been 
the earliest copies available. 
 

Consequently, there are various Bibles, which arose from different translations and traditions.  
In Jewish stream, the term for translation is Targum.  The Septuagint, importantly is a Greek 
translation of Tanakh, which was written primarily in ancient Hebrew. (By the time of Jesus, that 
form of Hebrew was as distant to Jesus as Latin is to us today).    The Vulgate is a Latin version 
of the scriptures used by the original Catholic Church. Six Greek works made their way into the 
Vulgate from the Septuagint that were not written in Hebrew.  The Protestant reformers 
(beginning about 1635 C.E.) translated only scriptures written in Hebrew.  Consequently 
Protestant Bibles omit those extra documents called Apocrypha (“hidden books”) or deuteron-
canonical books (canon-ized later).  
 

Today scholars seek to make the Bible more comprehensible in two major ways.  First, 
translations of the earliest “most original” manuscripts may be improved by including the text 
on newly found scrolls or fragments, or by using modern language that is more familiar. These 
Bibles are called “versions.”  (The King James Version uses English from the 17th Century that is 
difficult for English speakers today to understand).  Second, some scholars take an existing 
translation or version in their own language, and paraphrase from the translation what they 
believe the words to mean.  Like The Message, these are easier to understand, but introduce an 
extra layer of interpretation between the reader and the scripture. Versions are better for 
detailed accurate study.  Paraphrases are better for easiness of basic understanding.   
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CHAPTERS AND VERSES: were a late addition to scripture and usually reflect a Christian 
perspective.  While useful for identifying precise locations in scripture, the chapters sometimes 
divide biblical texts in unhelpful ways.  For example, some books (like Ezra and Nehemiah; Luke 
and Acts) were originally conjoined works that were thus divided. Similarly, much of Tanakh 
makes better sense by reading larger rather than smaller portions. 

CANON – is derived from the word for “cane-like reed” like a bull rush, which in ancient times 
was used as a ruler.  Hence Canon refers to the standard of measurement – that is, the 
authorized measure of scripture, our sacred texts. 
 
COVENANT (a.k.a. Testament) – A covenant is a form of legal agreement that defines the 
relationship between equals (like marriage) or unequals (a sovereign and subjects). In ancient 
times covenants had a very specific form and were found among many nations.  The Bible tells 
the story of God’s covenant with humanity (through Noah), and with the children of Israel 
(beginning with Abraham and Sarah).   
 
Christians called the first 39 books of the (protestant) Bible the “Old Testament/Covenant”, 
distinguishing it from the relationship defined through Jesus, and the subsequent 27 books of 
the Bible, which Christians call the “New Testament/Covenant.”  To many, this language of 
“Old” and “New” Testament is supercessionist, in that it seems to suggest the newer has 
replaced the older.  That position is problematic for many reasons theological reasons, and 
because it has tended historically to support violence against Jews.    
 
COMMENTARIES:  This is a general term for works that “comment” on, or seek to explain, the 
scripture being discussed.  Once there was scripture, there were discussions and letters and 
sermons and treatises and books written to make sense of divine words.  Commentaries exist 
for every book of the canon, in both Jewish and Christian traditions. These commentaries 
reflect the style and viewpoints of the authors – ranging from literal to mystical. Rabbinic 
commentaries are known for their careful attention to both great and tiny details of the text. 
 
ORAL LAW:  Rabbinic Judaism holds that an oral tradition was delivered to Moses alongside the 
giving of the Torah at Mount Sinai.  The Pharisees at the time of Jesus held this view.  Other 
groups, like Karaite Judaism and ancient Sadducees, do not accept this claim.  Rabbinic works 
explaining the Oral Law continued after Christianity and after the destruction of the temple in 
70 CE.  Some of these works are called:   
 
MISHNAH  – Commentaries written by Rabbis called Tanna’im, codified by Rabbi Yehuda 

haNasi – written down circa 200 C.E.  
 
GEMARA  – Commentaries written by Rabbis called Amora’im on Mishnah (till 500 C.E.) 
 
TALMUD  – Is a combination of Mishnah + Gemara, that comes in two forms: The Jerusalem 

Talmud – written about 400 C.E. (more legalistic), and The Babylonian Talmud – 
written about 500 C.E. (more popular, sermon like). 
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OTHER FREQUENTLY USED TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH JEWISH FAITH WRITINGS: 

MIDRASH  – is an interpolation by Rabbis to fill in the blanks in scripture, or answers 
questions raised by scripture, based on a careful reading of other scriptures; 

HALAKAH  – refers to the explanation of legal discourses  

AGGADAH  – refers to the explanation of homiletical / sermon material, not to be confused 
with haggadah 

HAGGADAH – a Jewish text that sets forth the order of the Passover Seder. 

SIDRAH  – is the annual calendar of Torah portions that prescribes the specific texts to be 
read aloud each Sabbath (PARASHAH), so that in the course of one year, all of 
Torah is recited aloud. 

PARASHAH – the specific texts to be read aloud each Sabbath 

HAFTARAH  – is a parallel calendar that associates readings from the Prophets and the 
Writings with the reading from Torah. 

SIDDUR  – means “order” as in the Anglican “Book of Common Order.” The Koren Siddur 
therefore spells out the liturgy for the Synagogue’s year. 

TYPES OF CHRISTIAN SCRIPTURE 

GOSPELS  - There are four gospels in the Christian Canon.  Gospel is a contraction of two old 
English terms “god spel” - meaning good tidings.  This word is synonymous to the Greek word 
“eu-angellion” from which the English word evangelism comes. Gospels are a particular form of 
writing.  They are not biographies or histories; they are proclamations, designed to persuade 
the reader of a particular point, namely, that God was in Jesus Christ, reconciling the world to 
God.  Other gospels were written at the time, that for various reasons were not included in the 
Christian canon.  For example there are Gospels of Thomas, of Mary, of Philip, of Marcion, etc.  
 

The canonical Gospels were written quite a while after Jesus’ crucifixion, in an order other than 
that found in most Bibles.  Mark came first (66 CE?), then Matthew (70-80?), Luke-Acts (a 2 
volume book, as mentioned above, 80-90 CE?) and John (as late as 110 CE?).  The first three are 
called SYN-OPTIC gospels – meaning that they “see-together.”  
 
These three Gospels are similar to each other but have differences.  For example, they all refer 
to John the Baptist being involved in Jesus’ baptism. That’s where Mark begins his Gospel, 
without any reference to Jesus’ birth or childhood.  Matthew nativity scenes that communicate 
only with Joseph.  Luke-Acts has nativity scenes that connect to Mary and her relatives and 
strangers from other lands (the Magii).  The sharing of passages among those three Gospels is 
likely due to Matthew and Luke having a copy of Mark in hand, as well as another source 
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named Q (for Quelle in German meaning Source).   A book called Gospel Parallels lines up the 
parallel readings beside each other … so that one can see the particular emphases of each of 
these synoptic evangelists.  
 
John is quite different in many respects, having the benefit of many more years to reflect, 
discuss, and refine the meaning of the good tidings.  Mark responds more immediately to the 
powerful presence of God in Jesus.  Matthew portrays Jesus as a new Moses, and struggles as a 
Jewish Christian with the tension between synagogue and early church in the aftermath of the 
Roman destruction of the Temple.  Luke writes from a more global perspective, presenting 
Christianity to an international audience with a more muted critique of Rome.  John lived in a 
time when Christians were exposed to periods of persecution, and tends to be highly symbolic. 
 
LETTERS – A good part of the Christian canon is comprised of 21 letters (or epistles) written by, 
or on behalf of, Paul (a.k.a. Saul of Tarsus), Peter, or John.  
 
Paul’s writings reveal the state of Christianity closest to the time of Jesus as they pre-date the 
written version of Mark we possess.  Paul wrote 9 letters to congregations that he founded: to 
the Romans, two to the Corinthians, to the Galatians, to the Ephesians*, to the Philippians, to 
the Colossians*, and two to the Thessalonians* [disputed letters are marked with an asterisk (*).].   
 
He wrote four letters to individuals: two to Timothy*, one to Titus* and Philemon respectively.  
The first three, and sometimes all four are called “The Pastoral Letters” as they are written to 
people with the role of a Pastor. 
 
Paul’s letters often were written for a particular pastoral purpose rather than to explain 
theology in a systematic way (although the Letters to the Romans is more theological in tenor).  
The Corinthians, for example, lived in a seaport city with wildly competing views on morals and 
religions.  For these, Paul tries to establish boundaries for their love.  The Galatians had an over-
emphasis on rules, and so emphasizes the freedom implied by grace.  These letters, like his 
missive to his favourite church (Philippians), or his firm request to a slave owning associate 
(Philemon), are intimate and personal, as well as spiritually instructive.  
 
While several of the letters show close stylistic parallels, some are so different as to cause 
scholars to suggest they were written by a student in the name of their Apostle-mentor. These 
letters were sent by hand, copied, shared with various churches, read aloud in different 
congregations.  Consequently, sudden shifts of tone and topic have led scholars to believe that 
pages of some letters may have been lost or become disordered in transmission, or that pages 
of multiple letters may have been shuffled together out of order. 
 
There were several other letters in the Christian Canon.  The Epistle of James may have come 
from Jesus’ brother, or someone called “James the Just”. Many consider the epistle to be 
written in the late 1st or early 2nd centuries.  There is a heavy emphasis here on doing good 
works that prove one’s faith. 
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1 Peter identifies the author as the fisherman "Peter, an apostle of Jesus Christ".  While there 
are various ancient letters affirming this authorship, beginning in the 18th Century, some doubts 
were raised.  Peter’s authorship of 2 Peter was debated even in antiquity.  
 
The Letter to the Hebrews, while occasionally attributed to Paul, lacks sufficient evidence to 
establish authorship. (Some have suggested Priscilla was the author).  Scholars have suggested 
this letter, containing reputedly the finest Greek in the Christian canon, was written for Jewish 
Christians, as they were exiled from their synagogues for holding Jesus to be the Messiah. 
 
The Letter of Jude begins as follows: "Jude, a servant of Jesus Christ and a brother of James". 
People have held the author's identity to be the apostle, the brother of Jesus, both, or neither. 
1 John is traditionally held to have been composed by John the Apostle (the author of the 
Gospel of John) when the writer was in advanced age.  2 John and 3 John may have been 
written by an "elder John" which refers either to the apostle at an advanced age or a 
hypothetical second individual. Scholars today are divided on the issue. 
 
The Apocalypse of John – is a specific style of writing that tends to arise during times of 
uncertainty and threat, particularly when the situation on earth seems so impossible to correct 
by human efforts that a heavenly intervention seems the only solution.  Also called “The 
Revelation to John” (SINGULAR, PLEASE NOTE), it describes its author as a prisoner of 
conscience (John) marooned on a prison island (Patmos) because of his faith in Jesus.  This book 
is filled with the language of Tanakh, plainly visible to a Jew or Christian, but meaningless to a 
Roman guard. 
 
At first glance, this work seems to be the writing of a violent lunatic or someone high on 
hallucinogens.  However, don’t be put off.  It is in fact an uplifting Christian opera, full of music 
and song, symbolism and drama, that shows God to be fully in charge.  No matter how terrible 
the situation is on earth, all will eventually be well, and even those suffering for their faith will 
be wonderfully rewarded.  Evil will be restrained and finally put down.  The original intention of 
God’s creation finally will be fulfilled on earth, in the glorious city of gold that is no longer 
separated from God.   
 
NEXT:  HOW TO READ AND UNDERSTAND THE BIBLE 


